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ABSTRACT

In order to protect a certain place, security systems were
developed. Our system uses Ultra-Sonic waves to form a
connected circuited; whenever the connection is interrupted
an alarm goes off.
Basically, the project's functionality is to generate 40 Khz
signal to transmit it via a sound speaker, this signal is out of
the hearing range of humans. Opposite to the speaker, we
place a microphone to receive the signal. However, when the
reception level goes below a specific value, the receiver
circuit senses the change and set off the alarm.
Finally, Our senior design project is to build a system to
secure an area of interest. This is accomplished by
implementing two main building blocks. One is to generate
and transmit a sound signal. The other one is to receive it
and compare it to a certain value, when it is less than that
value the alarm starts.

Ultrasonic sensors provide excellent repeatability and linearity in
detecting the precise position of objects. The sensors provide high
precision performance on any material of any colour, irrespective
of external light levels.
These are some advantages of Ultrasonic sensors:

•Large detection range of up to 6000 mm (depending on
design).
•Detecting targets, liquids and highly reflective or some
metallic surfaces.
•Ability of detection in high humidity environment.
•High linearity.
•High repeatability.
•Adaptive 0-10 V voltage or 4-20 mA current output (analogue
sensors).
•Two switching outputs, can be used independently or together
(switching sensors).

•Building an amplifier to amplify the transmitted and received
signal to a measureable level.
•Building an AC - DC converter to easily detect any change
in signal.

There are two configurations for detection:

We have completed a lot of work to get a stable and
practical intruder detection application and we still
have to invest more work to improve the detection
range and sensitivity for different intruders. Indeed, we
plane to include WiFi cameras to record unusual
intruder and inform the property owner.

1- Placing both transmitter and receiver in front of each others.
2- Placing both transmitter and receiver in the same direction
facing a wall “reflector”.

WiFi cameras are wireless IP cameras are popular
because they allow remote access to a video and can
send information back and forth to other networked
devices as well as to and from the internet
Figure(3): First Configuration

Figure(4): Second Configuration

First setup( transmitter and receiver facing each other)
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•Designing an electronic circuit to generate an
electromagnetic radiation of a frequency around 40 KHz.

•Building an electronic circuit to receive the reflected field at
a certain location of the room.

FUTURE WORK
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•Building an electronic circuit that transmits the
electromagnetic wave via a speaker.
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Figure(1): Project Block Diagram

Second setup (transmitter and receiver are in the same
direction)

OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
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•Building the differential amplifier to set the alarm.

Figure(6): Effect on Received Voltage When Varying the Distance

ULTRASONIC WAVES
Ultrasonic sensors or generally known as transceivers if two pair
of them works together to send and receive. The transceivers
work principle is similar to principle operation of radar or sonar
which calculates the position and the distance of the target object
by transpose echoes received from radio or sound waves from the
transmitted sources. Ultrasonic sensors are working for high
frequency above 18 kHz and normally they work for range (about
40 kHz).
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Figure(2): Schematic for an oscillator circuit using 555 timer
[Philip Harris International 2001 Catalogue p 355. ]

Figure(7): Effect on Received Voltage When Varying the Angel
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